
Pima Federal Credit Union Raises $50,000 for the Local Community.

Tucson, Arizona – June 4, 2019  – Pima Federal Credit Union (Pima Federal) is pleased to announce that 
its 7th Annual Pima Federal Golf Classic raised $50,000. The event, held on May 2, 2019 at the Golf Club at 
Dove Mountain, hosted 137 golfers and included a live raffle and silent auction. Pima Federal contributed 
an additional $1,000 resulting in a total amount raised of $51,000. The following three local organizations 
were selected as the beneficiaries of the signature fundraising event: Literacy Connects, Southern Arizona 
Law Enforcement Foundation, and Greater Tucson Fire Foundation. Pima Federal is proud to provide each 
of these organizations with a $17,000 donation to help further their mission of providing vital resources and 
support in our community. 

Pima Federal President and CEO, Eric Renaud stated, “The Golf Classic is a signature charity event for our 
credit union, and it is one of many ways our employees make a significant impact in the communities we 
serve. The joy I see in our employees in planning and hosting the event is a source of pride, demonstrating 
how Pima Federal is making a positive impact for these important organizations.”

Pima Federal is dedicated to supporting the community and does so through volunteerism, educational 
support, and community giving/fundraising. Since the Golf Classic was established in 2013, $417,000 has 
been raised to directly benefit our community. This important fundraising event aligns directly with Pima 
Federal’s common purpose of helping others.   

Pima Federal would like to thank their partners, sponsors, guests, media partners, and the community for 
their continued support of the Golf Classic.
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ABOUT PIMA FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
In 1951, sixteen teachers pooled together $84 in deposits and founded our credit union with the common 
purpose of helping people. To this day, our common purpose still exists. We stay true to our roots as a not-
for-profit financial cooperative whose main focus is providing the highest possible value to our membership 
in the simplest way.  Our company culture is built on the simple notion that a great financial institution is 
about relationships and not transactions. We’re here for our members and we thrive by delivering on our 
value promise of Smart. Simple. Personal. For more information, please visit www.pimafederal.org.
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